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creativity, craftsmanship and tailored services are qualities that are carefully cultivated and 
kept within the company. The continuous pursuit of materials and construction solutions 

offers clear improvement in the performance and quality of NAURELLE projects, 
in order to offer products that meet the expectations of a careful audience for 

truly authentic Made in Italy.
In the living room, on perfect display, we find the Infinity sofas upholstered in leather with 

perforated 304 stainless steel inserts.
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Research is a fundamental aspect of NAURELLE work – it arises from an interest to take in 
new things, offering the inspiration for the creation of unparalleled exclusiveness.

Ideas are part of NAURELLE company assets, making up the study and research center
with expertise in the development of projects, the engineering of products and choice of 

materials such as leather, fabrics, finishes and wood types.
This is an important division of the company, where ideas are developed, take shape and 

modeled in order to meet the changes and evolutions of everyday life.

 NAURELLE
development projects
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NAURELLE
Authenticity – that is, the true pleasure of luxury

In NAURELLE furnishings, nothing is left to chance, from the frames to the final coating. 
The solid construction, comfort, reliability and emotions of the finishes and coverings are 

features that we use in order to offer truly one-of-a-kind customized solutions.
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A new interpretation of luxury. Your home.
Creating luxury is a choice that NAURELLE has embraced with true determination.

The design philosophy is geared towards exclusiveness, never dull in design just as in the 
pursuit of that which is unique and far from the ordinary.
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NAURELLE
Handmade sofas and furnishings.

Like in the past

NAURELLE believes in the future of high-class artisan craftsmanship, 
as well as the sensitivity of customers who are looking for something 

innovative, those suggestions that arise from furniture and furnishings 
designed without limits on creativity.

Only then can exclusive padded furniture like Space takes shape, 
enhanced by original Swarovski crystals – an expression of the 

uniqueness and sophistication of these unparalleled Italian products.
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NAURELLE
There are emotions that go beyond time

Leather is the real star in NAURELLE creations. In order to enhance 
this living material, you need passion, experience and strict control of 

each step of processing and tanning – the result is the creation of 
unparalleled products that will excite you for years to come.
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NAURELLE
From great artisan workmanship

comes customized luxury.
The Nobility collection knows just how to offer all that pleasure of 
experiencing the dream of Italian style, balancing complex projects 
with tailored craftsmanship that is full of rich expertise – everything 

that can be defined as “made-to-measure luxury.”
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Different tastes and styles, expression of the international level design, these all come 
together in the NAURELLE lifestyle. A star in the world of luxury interiors, NAURELLE 
faces the market with unparalleled customization and “tailored” creations, beautifully 

made-to-measure, all over the world.

Exclusive, personalized furnishings
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NAURELLE Nobility sofa – 
pure italian excellence.
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NAURELLE
The dining room project

The design and project for the penthouse in the City is truly 
sophisticated – here the architecture favored geometric shapes in 
order to create exclusive interiors. The furnishings offer tones and 

hues that define a wonderful dialogue with the abode.
The dining room is reinterpreted with a modern, practical language, 

without sacrificing that convivial pleasure of cosy seating.
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NAURELLE
Sophisticated interiors that are truly elegant

A sophisticated project to experience the glamorous living room – the walls offer 
Rosewood wainscoting that alternates horizontally with metal inserts, perfectly matched 

with the lacquered sideboard with leather-panelled doors. But more than anything else, the 
pleasure of furnishing prevails over everything.
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Subdued lines
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NAURELLE
Elegance as a point of reference.

We believe every room should ensure absolute comfort, so we studied 
and created them in order to be confident they would do just that. 

Even for work-space, NAURELLE projects and innovative solutions, 
where the elegance of these collections is always the starting point. 
A journey through the elegance of this home office and those formal 
values that set it apart, a pathway of emotions where Italian living 

comes shining through.
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NAURELLE
No machine can replace these hands

The commitment and dedication placed on fine craftsmanship are defined by state of the art 
knowhow that takes shape thanks to manual workmanship.

NAURELLE offers quality that arises from an idea, but above all from limitless creativity - 
and this makes its furnishings a proud product of “Made in Italy”. There are perfect 

seams, which enhance the furnishing because they came forth from the work of manual 
expertise rather than serial production.
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NAURELLE
Aimed at elegance

Project quality and workmanship excellence come together to create a new elegance 
for the abode, where the furnishings express an almost magical message that speaks 

of exclusiveness.
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NAURELLE
Sophisticated design
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NAURELLE
Details express more than the piece itself.

We can’t deny it.  We also do this for passion.  Paying a great deal of attention to even the 
smallest details is truly important for us, because we are convinced that details tell the story 

behind the passion and care that created them.  
They make that enormous difference between that which is beautiful and those pieces that 
are factitious – that difference between the original and a copy, or a truly artisan product 

and those that come from mass production. 
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NAURELLE
The bedroom project

Innovation and exclusiveness, all strictly made in Italy, as well as 
attention to detail, the choice of materials, and special care for those 

finishing touches: this is the NAURELLE bedroom project.
A renewed creativity according to an unmistakable lifestyle that looks 

ahead, a step ahead of the future.
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NAURELLE
Above the rest, thanks to elegant interiors

The wainscoting with decorated mirrors is perfectly combined with the bed to create a truly elegant 
layout. NAURELLE projects arise with the aim of meeting the needs of each and every personalized 

decor, where nothing is left to chance.
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CAURELLE
With the Avalon bed, the home 

becomes the life stage
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NAURELLE
Elegance in each and every detail

The NAURELLE project for the bedroom area provides unparalleled customization 
enhanced by sophisticated finishes, the same finishes that has always set this company 

among the most important and successful furnishing companies in Italy.
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NAURELLE
Exclusivness in not up for opinion

At first glance these furnishings strike you for their extreme elegance, 
with plays on light and reflection offered by the wainscoting and large 

double doors. Welcome to the walk-in closet. 
Welcome to limitless exclusivity.
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The walk-in closet
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NAURELLE
Between elegance and practicality

When it comes to furniture and design, we simply must turn to interiors where we find 
absolute practicality and pure elegance.
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NAURELLE
Today’s design
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NAURELLE
The importance of exclusivity

Uniqueness and originality are key values for NAURELLE, like our passion for our work, 
and an unconditional curiosity for expressions of beauty in all its forms.
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The Chelsea
Apartment
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NAURELLE
Setting yourself apart, today

Furnishings that step forward as an interpretation of a new lifestyle in the abode, 
furnishings that set themselves apart thanks to touches on the past – representing that 
touch of class that makes these interiors truly sophisticated, anywhere in the world.
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NAURELLE
A project quality

For the Chelsea project, NAURELLE offered an exclusive collection of armchairs and 
sofas that arise from an understanding of a new reality, where space is to be experienced 

as an encounter, life, relationships, and culture.
This is an interior where the connection with things is tight, intense, and never random.
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NAURELLE
Contemporary lines

NAURELLE offers an exclusive home, the result of unmatched project 
quality, one-of-a-kind interiors with wonderful dramatic effect, paired 

with the utmost practicality.
These sofas and furnishings are defined by the elegance of their lines, 

matching perfectly with these contemporary interiors.
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NAURELLE
Above all comfort

Expertise and form, design and practicality:  dualisms that 
pursue pure harmony. 

The mastery of this workmanship and excellence in taste come 
together in the creation of interiors that are simply perfect for 

relaxing or spending time with friends.
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NAURELE
Innovation and creativity

NAURELLE philosophy is perfectly translated in the furnishings of this 
Chelsea apartment, offering discreet sophistication in a solution 

focused on the wellbeing of those who live there every day.
The furnishings and wainscoting come to life, enhancing the abode 

while also solving the needs of a personalized space where elegance 
and practicality have found their home.
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The dining room
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Elegance leaves a lasting impression. It’s something that people can’t 
forget. It’s something they’ll love for years to come.
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NAURELLE
The collections are 

synonymous with sophistication.

The NAURELLE collections are loved for their originality and timeless beauty. Each 
armchair and sofa is made individually, thoroughly tested and finished by hand, with 

meticulous attention to each and every detail.
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NAURELLE
A new concept for the bedroom

This new concept and elegant lines give this bedroom furniture a wonderful 
look, full of symbols, feelings, and emotions.

These furnishings are a great example of unparalleled craftsmanship 
that not only highlights the form and function, but also expresses the 

emotions of everyday life.
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NAURELLE
Beauty rediscovered in our Collections

The creativity behind the NAURELLE Collections makes it possible to mix and 
match products in different settings, giving life to new atmospheres and emotions 

each and every time. The abode is a place where colors and finishes come together 
with unmatched elegance, offering the right touch of today’s designer trends, mixed 

with exclusive materials and beautiful décor.
To sum it all up: beauty.
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NAURELLE
The Sherwood bed – beyond those fleeting trends
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Ambiance and décor reveal a new contemporary style, where practicality is combined 
with the softness of contours, and the choice of colors is perfect for the abode modern feel.

NAURELLE
An interpretation of a very special abode 
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NAURELLE
We dreamed up a home full of charm. Just like you
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NAURELLE luxury project The wonderful world of 
NAURELLE luxury projects 
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Beautiful leather offered in various forms, where artisan craftsmanship is a distinctive 
value, and the quilting highlights an overall look that is truly out of the ordinary.
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The unique charm of objects and décor step forward as one-of-kind pieces in a 
contemporary art gallery – the right combination of original design and the essential 

shapes is finally unveiled.
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NAURELLE
Sophisticated and classic lines unveil the magical 

world of briar root inlays
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NAURELLE The contours of elegance
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NAURELLE
Exclusive atmospheres between sophisticated 

decor and fantastic design 
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The night reveals all its elegance in these details, created simply for their beauty. 
Full of timeless perfection.

NAURELLE
Tailor-made workmanship 
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NAURELLE
Warm and elegant interiors to be 

experienced in pure harmony
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Tavolino _ Coffee table
VOGUE

cm 74x76x73 h

cm 140x60x75 h

cm 165x80x34 h

cm 51x51x51 h
cm 51x51x64 h

INFINITY
Divano _ Sofa

RENOIR 
Panca _ Bench

POLT cm 142x106x80 h
2P cm 224x106x80 h
3P cm 254x106x80 h
4P cm 284x106x80 h

cm 168x48x48 h

AURORA
Poltroncina _ Armchair

ANIMA
Consolle _ Console

Tavolino _ Coffee table
VOGUE

Tavolino laterale _ Oval central table
SPACE

cm 136x100x90 h

cm Ø 120x37 h
cm Ø 48x55 h
cm Ø 48x71 h
cm Ø 64x46 h

SPACE
Divano _ Sofa

2P cm 254x100x90 h
3P cm 288x100x90 h

SPACE
Poltrona _ Armchair

Tavolino _ Coffee table
DENIM

SPACE
Tavolino ovale _ Oval central table

NOBILITY
Pouff _ Pouf

cm Ø 100x40 h

cm 60x50x54 h

cm 151x77x28 h
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Tavolino laterale _ Side table
GORKY

Tavolino _ Coffee table

cm 114x107x84 h

NOBILITY
Poltrona _ Armchair

GORKY

cm 130x70x39 h
cm 100x100x39 h
cm 120x120x39 h

cm 45x45x72 h
cm 45x45x55 h

NOBILITY
Divano _ Sofa

2P cm 212x107x84 h
3P cm 252x107x84 h
4P cm 292x107x84 h
5P cm 352x107x84 h

cm 150x100x155 h

NINA LUXURY
Poltroncina _ Armchair

cm 70x95x157 h

NINA LUXURY
Poltroncina _ Armchair

Vetrina _ Showcase
CARNABY

Credenza _ Sideboard

4 Ante  cm 202x52x76 h
6 Ante  cm 303x52x76 h

cm 102x50x214 h

PEGASO 

PRINCE
Tavolo _ Table

cm 250x120x76 h

Credenza _ Sideboard
VERSAILLES

cm 210x50x77 h

Sedia _ Chair

cm 56x67x101 h

cm 56x67x101 h

CHARME
Sedia _ Chair

ELITE LUXURY
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Sedia _ Chair
FLORA

Tavolo piano marmo
Table with marble top

cm 250x120x76 h

SPIRIT
Tavolo _ Table

ROMANCE

cm 45x53x104 h

cm Ø 145x75 h

CHELSEA
Porta vaso _ Vase holder

cm 55x55x110 h

cm 66x68x87 h

MIAMI
Poltroncina girevole _ Swivel armchair

cm 60x66x120 h

BEVERLY
Poltroncina bassa _ Armchair

Scrivania _ Desk

cm 220x102x75 h

FOSTER 

Poltroncina _ Armchair
FREDDY

FLUT
Poltroncina alta _ Armchair

cm 92x70x79 h

cm 76x64x78 h

MELROSE 
Lesena _ Pilaster

cm 20x320 h

MAGICAL
Boiserie _ Boiserie

Progetto su misura _
Customized project

FLUT
Divano _ Sofa

cm 130x64x78 h
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Settimanale _ 5-Drawers
VINTAGE

Comodino _ Bedside table

cm 200x52x85 h

cm 60x52x128 h

AVALON
Letto _ Bed

ZAFFIRA
Credenza _ Sideboard

STARRY

cm 65x45x50 h

cm 210x215x145 h

SOLEIL
Specchiera _ Mirror

cm Ø 140

SOLEIL
Specchiera _ Mirror

cm 137x204 h

Poltroncina bassa _ Armchair
NINA

cm 100x52x97 h

ALLURE
Comò _ Chest of drawers

cm 70x95x92 h

LOVELY
Divano _ Sofa

DARLING
Poltroncina _ Armchair

cm 22x300 h

AVENUE
Lesena _ Pilaster

LIBERTY
Cabina armadio _ Walk-in closet

cm 88x95x89 h

2P cm 156x95x89 h 
3P cm 226x95x89 h

Progetto su misura _
Customized project
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LIBERTY
Boiserie

KISS
Sedia _ Chair

POLT cm 106x98x80 h 
2P cm 190x98x80 h
3P cm 230x98x80 h 
4P cm 250x98x80 h

MUSEO
Divano _ Sofa

VIENNA
Consolle _ Console

cm 56x58x80 h

cm 160x50x95 h

Poltroncina _ Armchair

FOUR SEASON
Divano _ Sofa

FOUR SEASON

2P cm 156x95x89 h 
3P cm 226x95x89 h

cm 88x95x89 h

Progetto su misura _
Customized project

Mobile TV _ TV holder
STYLISH

cm 300x56x50 h

Credenza _ Sideboard

ODEON
Divano _ Sofa

BRILLIANT 
Vetrina _ Showcase

ARGO

cm 102x50x214 h

cm 240x52x79 h

cm 56x67x101 h

GRACE
Poltroncina _ Armchair

BRIGHT
Boiserie

Progetto su misura _
Customized project

POLT cm 106x98x85 h 
2P cm 190x98x85 h
3P cm 230x98x85 h 
4P cm 250x98x85 h
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Credenza _ Sideboard
PEGASO

Vetrina _ Showcase

cm 102x50x214 h

DESIRE

cm 202x52x76 h

Poltroncina _ Armchair
TIMOTHY

cm 70x92x81 h

PARADISE

TEMPTATION

Poltroncina _ Armchair

Poltrona _ Armchair

cm 72x80x85 h

cm 114x100x68 h

TEMPTATION
Divano _ Sofa

2P cm 212x100x68 h
3P cm 252x100x68 h
4P cm 292x100x68 h
5P cm 352x100x68 h cm Ø 50x65h

cm 137x56x76 h

cm 140x56x85 h

Pouff _ Pouf

Comò _ Chest of drawers

SHERWOOD
Letto _ Bed

ZANTE

ISCHIA

Comodino _ Bedside table

Consolle _ Console

DIAMANTE

POSITANO

cm 138x138x37 h
cm 112x112x37 h
cm 62x62x56 h

cm 210x215x145 h

HAMPTON
Poltroncina _ Armchair

cm 77x79x80 h

cm 48x48x56 h
cm 48x48x75 h
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CAPRI
Pouff _ Pouf

cm 80x60x46 h
cm 48x42x46 h

ORION

ORION

Credenza _ Sideboard

Credenza _ Sideboard

cm 202x52x76 h

cm 303x52x76 h

Tavolo - Table
ROMANCE WOOD

cm 250x120x76 h

MOONLIGHT

MOONLIGHT

Tavolino - Coffee table

Poltrona _ Armchair

cm 155x80x30 h

cm 105x93x80 h

Divano _ Sofa
ELEGANT

P   cm 122x106x83 h
2P cm 204x106x83 h
3P cm 234x106x83 h
4P cm 264x106x83 h

TAYLOR
Divano _ Sofa

P   cm 110x93x75 h
2P cm 185x93x75 h
3P cm 230x93x75 h

Divano _ Sofa
MOONLIGHT

P   cm 105x93x80 h
2P cm 180x93x80 h
3P cm 225x93x80 h

NELLY
Specchiera _ Mirror

cm 160x110xsp.6

cm 122x122x34 h

Tavolino _ Coffee table
VOGUE

Sedia - Chair

cm 56x67x101 h

NICOLE
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Credenza _ Sideboard
LEXUS

cm 220x52x80 h

SUGAR
Pouff/poltroncina _ Pouf/armchair

cm 55x65x66 h

RUBY
Specchiera _ Mirror

cm 190x130xsp.6

ESCAPE
Letto _ Bed

cm 210x215x145 h

cm 140x60x75 h

MORGAN
Consolle _ Console
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